Respiratory Care Informatics: Birth of a New Discipline?

Medical informatics has its roots in the 1950s, with the integration of digital processing and health care research. Most of the early work was simply finding faster ways to calculate values from then-exotic tests, such as cardiac output via dye-dilution. The 1960s found time-sharing systems used as little more than communication devices to send orders and results between different hospital departments. Hand-written information in one location was manually entered on a Teletype device that would route the message to the right receiver, where it was often transcribed again, by hand, from a roll of paper into a patient chart.

It was not until the 1970s that patient information began to be regularly put into electronic databases, with the appearance of systems such as MUMPS, HELP, and MYCIN. MUMPS (the Massachusetts General Hospital Utility MultiProgramming System) was the first database designed specifically to store medical information. It thrives today as VistA (Veteran’s Health Information Systems and Technology Administration), which is used to manage the largest medical system in the world, the United States Veteran’s Health Administration. The HELP and MYCIN programs were early consultation systems that stored patient information and warned about abnormal test results, antibiotic resistances, arrhythmias, and adverse drug interactions. HELP began as a clinical information system operational at Intermountain Health Care, LDS Hospital, Salt Lake City, in 1967. MYCIN was developed in the early 1970s at Stanford University originally designed to identify bacteria causing severe infections, and to recommend antibiotics; many antibiotics have the suffix “mycin,” so the name was derived from the antibiotics themselves.

In 1989, nursing informatics gained recognition as a separate discipline within medical informatics, by developing its first graduate training programs. The American Medical Informatics Association recognized that there are groups within it that have specialized focuses, so working groups were created to accommodate issues and information that are only germane to a subset of its membership. Today, medical informatics has further fragmented into a number of distinct disciplines, including community health, dental, image, primary care, and veterinary informatics, to mention a few.

Respiratory care has a distinct identity that has been developed with the efforts of the American Association for Respiratory Care (AARC). The profession has been recognized as a unique entity by the passage of state regulatory laws in the contiguous United States. Respiratory therapists are also identified by the United States Department of Labor as the primary delivery agents for respiratory care.

Respiratory care has a distinct vocabulary. Not only is there a distinct vocabulary, there is a proliferation of custom naming schemes introduced to the profession by industries to create the illusion of unique products. It is a simple exercise to come up with a list of over 30 different ventilator modes. Explaining the distinctions between ventilator mode names is often an exercise best left to marketing.

Providing such a rich vocabulary can lead to confusion. In an effort to standardize the vocabulary and terminology, the AARC has created Uniform Reporting Manuals that define more than 80 different procedures. These make it easier to discuss therapeutic and diagnostic procedures between institutions. The AARC’s benchmarking system allows a department to compare time standards and staffing to those of similar institutions. Finally, the AARC’s Clinical Practice Guidelines provide a framework for care and acceptable practices.

Task inventories, though, do not address issues raised in patient care, such as assessment, intervention, and outcome. As Mussa points out in her paper in this issue of Respiratory Care, there needs to be a respiratory care diagnostic taxonomy that accurately describes terms such as “shortness of breath” and “increased work of breathing.” The taxonomy can then be used as the basis for creating the respiratory care informatics discipline. Portions already exist in the above-mentioned works, but refinements and additions are necessary to integrate a complete image from them.

Who needs to take the next step? The existence of nursing informatics as a discipline has been debated, as, no doubt, will the existence of respiratory care informatics. The primary distinction between clinical informatics disciplines and other informatics disciplines is that medical informaticians do not tend to come from...
a computer science background, and then study a clinical specialty area. On the contrary, specialists in medical disciplines begin to understand the benefits to patient care of improving outcomes, improving productivity, reducing errors, reducing ambiguities, and reducing costs that can accrue from better management of information, and then approach the study of informatics. For respiratory care informatics to become a recognized discipline within medical informatics, respiratory therapists will have to create it.
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